Using a non-contact atomic force microscope we track and manipulate the position of single electrons confined to atomic structures engineered from silicon dangling bonds (DBs) on the hydrogen terminated silicon surface. By varying the probe-sample separation we mechanically manipulate the equilibrium position of individual surface silicon atoms and use this to directly switch the charge state of individual DBs. Because this mechanism is based on short range interactions and can be performed without applied bias voltage, we maintain both site-specific selectivity and single-electron control. We extract the short range forces involved with this mechanism by subtracting the long range forces acquired on a dimer vacancy site. As a result of relaxation of the silicon lattice to accommodate negatively charged DBs we observe charge configurations of DB structures that remain stable for many seconds at 4.5 K. Subsequently we use charge manipulation to directly prepare the ground state and metastable charge configurations of DB structures composed of up to six atoms.
Atomic manipulation [1, 2] has emerged as a powerful strategy to fabricate novel atomic physical-systems [3] [4] [5] and devices [6] [7] [8] [9] . An important addition to this experimental toolkit would be the ability to design and control functional atomic charge configurations with single electron precision. To this end, several studies have demonstrated the ability to create, move, and controllably switch single charged species on a surface with scanning probe techniques [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . One commonality of prior charge manipulation studies is that they have relied upon the application of bias voltage to induce charge transitions. In most cases this results in a non-negligible tunneling current, whereas in principle charge manipulation could be performed by transferring single electrons. Two recent works highlight progress in this area: Steurer et al. [16] have demonstrated the lateral manipulation of charge between pentacene molecules adsorbed to a NaCl thin film and Fatayer et al. [20] have performed charge manipulation with zA tunneling currents.
Building on these efforts we present the manipulation of charge within engineered atomic nanostructures based on single electron events at zero applied bias voltage (0 V). We investigate atom defined charge configurations composed of patterned silicon DBs on a hydrogenterminated Si(100)-2×1 surface. One advantage to working on the silicon surface is that because DBs are midgap states they are electronically isolated from the bulk substrate [21] . They can therefore localize charge without the requirement of a thin insulating film between structure and substrate, which has been essential in many previous studies [10-16, 20, 22, 23] . The regular spacing of DBs is also guaranteed by the crystal lattice. Recent advances in patterning of DBs now allows large errorfree structures to be created [24] [25] [26] . Recent non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) measurements [27] have confirmed that the energy of the negative to neutral charge transition of an isolated DB on a highly ndoped sample is close to the bulk Fermi level (within a few hundred meV). This enables the charge state of DBs to be selectively modified by shifting this charge transition level above or below the bulk Fermi level with bias voltage or other nearby charged DBs [9, 21, 27, 28] . In contrast, here we demonstrate that the charge manipulation of DBs can also be achieved mechanically by using the probe to directly manipulate the equilibrium position of the host atom, making it favorable to host a negative charge. Because this ability is based on short range interactions between the probe and the target atom and can be performed at 0 V we maintain both site-specific selectively and single-electron control.
All experiments were performed on an Omicron LT STM/AFM operating at 4.5 K and ultrahigh vacuum (< 1 × 10 −10 Torr). Tips were created from polycrystalline tungsten wire that was chemically etched, sharpened with a focussed ion beam, and attached to a qPlus sensor [29] . The tips had resonance frequencies of 28 kHz, Q-factors between 12k and 14k, and were driven with an amplitude of 50 pm. Frequency shift measurements were converted to force using the Sader-Jarvis method [30, 31] . A stiffness of 1800 N/m for the frequency shift to force conversion was assumed. An additional electrode on the sensor was used to supply tunneling current. Tips were further sharpened by nitrogen etching while performing field ion microscopy [32] . In-situ tip processing was performed by controlled contacts of the tip to the sample surface which likely results in a decoration of the tip apex with silicon atoms [25, 33, 34] . Samples were cleaved from highly arsenic doped (1.5×10 
atom/cm
3 ) (100)-oriented Si crystals. After degassing at 600
• C for 12 hours, samples were flash annealed to temperatures as high as 1250
• C before passivating the surface with hydrogen while maintaining a sample temperature of 330
• C. The high flash temperatures have been previously shown to induce a dopant depletion region extending as far as 100 nm below the sample surface [35, 36] . DBs were patterned by applying short voltage pulses (+2.1 V, 10 ms) with the tip positioned directly above hydrogen [37] . All tip offsets (∆z) used within the manuscript are in reference to an STM setpoint of -1.8 V and 50 pA measured over hydrogen.
In Figure 1 , two DBs are patterned with two intervening hydrogen atoms using voltage pulses applied to the probe (Fig. 1a) . Pairs of DBs are known to host only a single negative charge because the Coulombic repulsion between two closely-spaced negative charges would otherwise be too large [21] ; here, constant height frequency shift (∆f ) images of the pair appear streaky because the negative charge switches sites multiple times over the time it takes to acquire an image (Fig. 1b) . This is seen clearly in individual ∆f line scans across the structure (Fig. 1c , taken at the position of the orange arrows in Fig. 1b ) which reveal the localization of charge to one DB, with subsequent line scans demonstrating that this charge occasionally switches to the other DB. To definitively assign the change in contrast observed over each DB in ∆f images to a charge state, we performed biasdependent ∆f spectroscopy (∆f (V )) on an isolated DB (Fig. 1d) which is negatively charged at 0 V on highly n-doped samples [27] (also see Supporting Information, Height-dependent contrast in ∆f images). It reveals a sharp transition between two parabolas [12] , associated with switching between the neutral (left of the step) and negatively charged states of the DB. By comparing the ∆f of the negatively charged state measured at 0 V to the fit of the neutral state's parabola at 0 V it becomes clear that the dark contrast (larger |∆f |) in Figure 1b ,c corresponds to the negatively charged DB.
By stacking sequential ∆f line scans (Fig. 1f) , we can monitor the charge switching between the two sites in real-time. Previous theoretical estimates for the tunneling rate between two closely-spaced DBs have ranged from THz to GHz, depending on the spacing [38, 39] . Surprisingly, the bistable signal for each DB extracted from Fig. 1f demonstrates that the system's charge configuration often remains stable for seconds (Fig. 1g) . Recent studies have revealed that charged species are often stabilized by a lattice relaxation of the supporting substrate [10, 20, 40] . Density functional theory has similarly shown that negatively charged silicon DBs experience approximately 200 meV stabilization due to a relaxation of the lattice, which results in the nuclear position of the host atom being raised by approximately 30 pm relative to the neutral state [41] [42] [43] . In this case, the lattice relaxation prevents the electron from elastically tunneling between the paired DBs. To assign the position of the charge in each ∆f line scan each trace was fitted with two Gaussian profiles. Histograms of the determined ∆f center values demonstrate two Gaussian profiles, representing the negative and neutral charge states of each DB ( Fig. 1h and Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). Because they are well separated, the charge state of each DB can be assigned reliably by a single line scan (Supporting Information Fig. S3 ).
Interestingly, we found that the occupation of DB structures observed at 0 V appeared to depend strongly on ∆z. In Figure 2 we demonstrate this by performing a series of constant height line scan maps on a structure composed of six DBs with different ∆z. The average occupation of each DB at each height can be inferred from the histograms of the ∆f measured over each DB ( Supporting Information, Fig. S3 ). More simply, the average occupation of the entire structure can be inferred by counting the number of dark bars in each line scan map. At the tip's closest approach (-320 pm, top panel Fig. 2b ) all six DBs appear negatively charged. Upon withdrawing the tip by just 50 pm (-270 pm, Fig. 2b bottom panel) only three DBs are negatively charged at any given moment. This change in the apparent timeaveraged occupation of the structure does not vary linearly with ∆z, but instead transitions sharply between -300 and -290 pm (Fig. 2c) .
To understand this trend we performed distancedependent ∆f spectroscopy (∆f (z)) at 0 V on the individual DBs in a pair (Fig. 3a , blue curves) and over a vacancy on the surface (Fig. 3a , orange curve). We begin by withdrawing the tip 700 pm from our reference height to effectively eliminate the forces between the tip and sample and subsequently walk the tip towards the sample to progressively reintroduce them. Until approximately ∆z = −100 pm all three curves are nearly identical, confirming that the long range forces (i.e. van der Waals and capacitive forces due to the contact potential difference) are dominant [44] [45] [46] . Focusing on the approach curve obtained over the DB we note that at ∆z = −302 ± 2 pm there is a sudden increase in the |∆f | (observed at ∆z = −301 ± 2 pm on the other DB). Crucially, we note that this results in hysteresis between the approach and retract curves, with the |∆f | measured in the latter remaining larger until approximately ∆z = −100 pm. Because of the similarity between the step in the approach curve and those observed in ∆f (V ) experiments (e.g. Fig. 1d ) we attribute this phenomenon to the localization of the pair's charge to the DB beneath the tip. Two observations confirm this: if a step is observed in the ∆f (z) obtained over one DB, subsequent ∆f (z) curves taken over the same DB do not demonstrate this behaviour. Instead, both the approach and retract curves trace the curve with the greater |∆f |, indicating the DB remains charged. On the other hand, if a step is observed in the ∆f (z) obtained over one DB and the subsequent ∆f (z) is performed on the other the hysteresis is consistently observed, indicating we caused the charge to switch sites.
Similar hysteresis in ∆f (z) curves have been observed on the bare Si(100) surface previously [47] . In their case, the presence of sudden hysteretic steps corresponded directly to a toggling of the buckling direction of a single Si(100) dimer on the hydrogen-free surface. The authors concluded that at small absolute tip heights short range forces between the probe and sample result in a mechanically-induced deformation of the lattice. The same mechanism is at play in our experiments. One distinction of our work is that the mechanical deformation also corresponds to a change in the charge state of the surface atom. This can be understood by considering the equilibrium positions of the host silicon atom for a negative and a neutral DB, which as noted earlier, differ due to relaxation of the lattice (sketch in top panel, Fig. 3b ) [41] [42] [43] . Because the forces are all attractive at the height corresponding to the step in the approach curve, a displacement of the surface atom is expected to be in the direction of the tip, causing the atom to re-hybridize and adopt greater sp 3 character. Consequently, the total free energy of the negatively charged state is lowered with respect to the neutral state, leading to the charging of the DB beneath the tip (bottom panel, Fig. 3b ). Using ∆f (z) curves obtained over dimer vacancies on the surface (Supporting Information Fig. S4 ) we separate the long and short range force contributions [44] [45] [46] . We find the short range forces required to lift the equilibrium position of the neutral host atom is fit best by a function of the form −C/z 7 , where z is the absolute tip height and C is a constant (Supporting Information  Fig. S6 ). This strongly suggests that van der Waals forces are responsible for displacing the host atom [48] . A force of −75 ± 13 pN (−77 ± 12 pN) was found for the right (left) DB (inset Fig. 3a , uncertainty in force measurement corresponds to one standard deviation) which is consistent with the force reported by Sweetman et. al. required to toggle the Si dimer [34, 47] .
The experiments in Figure 2 can now be clearly explained. At small absolute tip heights the short range forces are strong enough that as the probe scans over the structure the charging of each DB becomes favorable whenever it is beneath the tip (top panel, Fig. 2b ).
This necessitates that electrons vacate prior negatively charged DBs such that the overall occupation of the structure remains constant. Upon withdrawing the tip a short distance, however, this effect is greatly diminished. As a result we observe that specific charge configurations can remain stable for many sequential measurements (> 15 s on average, bottom panel, Fig. 2b ). It is also interesting to note that only two charge configurations appear consistently: the two outer DBs remain continuously charged and a single negative charge is observed to switch between the two central DBs, similar to the behavior observed on an isolated pair. By observing that the total amount of time the central charge spends in the left DB (50%) is roughly equal to the right (46%), and noting the structure's symmetry, it is clear that these two charge configurations correspond to the degenerate ground state. We do not observe higher energy charge configurations of this structure, likely because the Coulombic interaction between closely spaced negative charges makes them energetically unfavorable, e.g., if DBs 1, 2, and 6 in Fig. 2d were negatively charged. We therefore identify two interaction regimes (Fig. 2c) : one where charge can be controllably manipulated by the tip (the write regime) and another where we can observe stable or metastable charge configurations (the read regime).
To further validate our assignment of the write and read regimes we performed the experiments depicted in schemes Figures 4a-c on the symmetric structure (Fig. 4d) and an asymmetric structure composed of five DBs (Fig. 4h) . First, we restricted the measurements to the read regime (scheme Fig. 4a, Fig. 4e,i) , allowing us to characterize the intrinsic charge configurations of the structures and assess their relative energies based on how often they occur (dark blue in Fig. 4l,m) . Subsequent experiments contain two associated phases: in the write phase, the tip is scanned across the structure at close proximity; in the read phase, the tip is retracted 50 pm with respect to the write phase and scanned back across (depicted in schemes Fig. 4b,c) . It might be expected that any charge configuration prepared by the write phase should be observed in the read phase. Indeed, Figure 4f ,g and 4j,k confirm that charge in the interior of both structures can be manipulated. On the symmetric structure we could consistently initiate charge to the right (Fig. 4f, 85% ) or left (Fig. 4g, 79% ) central DB, corresponding to preparation of the degenerate ground state configurations observed in Figure 4e . On the asymmetric structure measurements restricted to the read regime (Fig. 4i ) demonstrate that this system has three negative charges. On this structure also only the charge confined to the inner pair fluctuates, but because the structure is asymmetric these two charge configurations are non-degenerate. Although we expected the interior charge to favor the left DB of the pair we observe the opposite (Fig. 4i,m 18% vs. 73%, respectively). This indicates that other charged species (e.g. DBs or ionized donors) act as an additional electrostatic bias on this structure. We note, however, that these hidden biases can be counteracted by patterning additional DBs in the structure's surrounding area (Supporting Information, Fig. S5 ). Using the techniques previously described the central charge could be manipulated to selectively occupy the right (Fig. 4j, 92%) or left (Fig. 4k. 67% ) DB of the pair, demonstrating that in addition to the ground state configurations the occurrence of metastable charge configurations can also be enhanced (Fig. 4i) .
These results demonstrate that single electrons can be sensed and manipulated within structures derived from DBs. We find that charge configurations can remain stable for periods on the order of several seconds as a result of a relaxation of the silicon lattice which acts to stabilize negatively charged DBs. Using the probe, specific charge configurations can be prepared. The mechanism used to achieve this does not depend on the application of bias voltage-instead it is due to a mechanical manipulation of the DB's host atom with the probe which initiates a change of its charge state. The techniques presented here expand the scanning probe toolkit with the ability to position charge within atomic structures and prepare desired charge configurations.
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-Definition and discussion of error rate -Data processing for repeated line scan experiments and assignment of digital charge configurations -Height-dependent contrast in ∆f images -Frequency to force conversion -Additional experimental data -References for Supporting Information Error Rate: Throughout measurements restricted to the read -regime we occasionally observed negative charges occupying both dangling bonds in a pair, despite this being unlikely due to Coulombic repulsion. We define these line scans as errors. While it was typically several percent we have achieved error rates of <1% ( Supporting Information, Fig. S2 ). We have identified several contributing factors. ( i ) The read and write regimes are sensitive to the tip height ( Fig. 2 and SI Fig. S3 ). Accordingly, we find that small changes in tip height ( e.g. noise of the tuning fork's amplitude) can occasionally result in unintentional manipulation of the charge state of dangling bonds beneath the tip while in the read-regime. This can result in an increase to the apparent occupation of the structure ( e.g. Fig. 2 ). It can also reduce the success-rate of charge manipulation in the write -regime. ( ii ) Sharp tips were found to more clearly resolve the two charge states of each dangling bond, i.e. , better signal to noise ratio. This reduces the number of incorrect charge state assignments, which are performed in a digital fashion. Similarly, with H-terminated tips, which can be effectively identified via force distance spectroscopy [1] , it was more difficult to discriminate the two charge states of each dangling bond.
Data processing for repeated line scan experiments and assignment of digital charge configurations:
Minimal data processing was performed, and raw data was used whenever possible. All experiments with repeated line scans were performed in constant height mode. For experiments performed entirely in the read regime, forward and backward line scans, which are saved in separate files by the control software, were aligned manually by removing an equal number of pixels at the start of both scans and zipped together (step 1, Fig. S1b ). Measurements often exceeded 30 minutes, over which time the tip would inevitably drift towards or away from the surface due to piezo creep and thermal drift. To account for this, a linear drift was subtracted from all measurements with repeated line scans by fitting the average Δ f for each line scan over the course of an experiment (step 2, Fig. S1c) . In experiments where Δ f drifted by more than 2 Hz the entire run was rejected.
The Δ f value measured over each dangling bond was extracted by independently fitting each dangling bond associated peak in the line scans (defined by a 30-pixel window centered on their position) with a Gaussian function (step 3, Fig. S1d ). Supporting Figure S1e ,f shows the extracted Δ f values for two dangling bonds. The bistable behavior of each dangling bond is clearly visible.
Binary numbers were assigned to the charge states by making a single cut in Δ f (Fig. S1e,f demonstrate cuts). Dangling bonds with |Δ f | greater than the cut were assigned a negative charge state, while those with |Δ f | smaller than the cut were assigned a neutral charge state (Fig. S1e,f) . Two additional steps were used to create the histograms in Fig. S3 and S4 . First, the smallest |Δ f | in the set of the Δ f extracted for all the dangling bonds in an experiment (corresponding to a fit of the background) was set to 0 (step 4). Thus, the normalized Δ f for all the dangling bonds would be positive. Second, each Δ f was normalized by setting the average Δ f for the two isolated dangling bonds to 1.0 (step 5). Because the isolated dangling bonds were always negatively charged, a normalized Δ f of 1.0 corresponds to the average Δ f for a negatively charged dangling bond. Similar to the process above a single common cut in Δ f was used to assign charge states to the normalized data (step 6).
Height-dependent contrast in ∆f images : To provide additional insight to the qualitative behaviour of the ∆f signal above each species we measured site-specific force curves. The results are presented as Figure 3a and in Supporting Figure S5 which shows ∆f(z) signals obtained while approaching the tip to the corresponding sites. For large tip-surface separations (height range>0 pm) all three species exhibit an identical frequency shift, i.e. the ∆f(z) curves coincide and there is no contrast. As the tip approaches (approx. -200 to 0 pm), attractive van der Waals forces are observed first on the hydrogen atoms. As a result, vacancies and neutral DBs have smaller | ∆f | compared to the surrounding H atoms and appear as bright protrusions in ∆f images taken in this height range. Negatively charged DBs appear dark (large | ∆f |) due to electrostatic contributions.
For tip offsets closer to the surface than -200pm, the tip enters the repulsive regime over hydrogen atoms. Consequently, the | ∆f | obtained over the neutral dangling bond becomes greater than that of the hydrogen resulting in a darker appearance of the DBs. The final feature of interest is a sharp step (approx. -300 pm) in the approach curve on the neutral DB, which we attribute to the charging of the dangling bond beneath the tip and the dark appearance (large | ∆f |). As the tip is being retracted the charge remains at the site under the tip and the corresponding DB appears darker than hydrogen or neutral DBs in ∆f images. All images and line profiles for the write and read scans are well within the same height regime and no contrast inversion exists.
Frequency to force conversion: To reliably separate the short range forces measured over dangling bonds and hydrogen we took reference measurements over dimer vacancies (Fig. S4) . [2, 3] We performed our measurements of Δ f(z) at the various sites in a series while keeping the instrument in constant height mode. Repeatedly taking Δ f(z) spectra over hydrogen atoms throughout the experiment allowed us to determine the residual thermal drift and piezo artefacts. Afterwards we shifted the spectra relative to one another and calculated the minimum residual sum squared error of the shifted spectra .
By comparing the determined optimum offset for each hydrogen spectrum we revealed linear drift within each set of measurements, which subsequently allows us to correct the tip offsets.
We used the Sader-Jarvis method [4] and corrections proposed by Giessibl [5] to convert the Δ f(z) spectra to force curves (Fig. S5 ). We assumed a cantilever stiffness of 1800 N/m but note that others have reported large uncertainties in this value. The uncertainty in our reported short range forces correspond to the standard deviation between the data and their optimal fit and so a linear correction to the forces and their corresponding uncertainties would result if a different stiffness was assumed. . In (c), the isolated dangling bonds on either end (blue and yellow) remain negatively charged while the outer atoms of each pair (green and purple) are neutral. In (c) the inner atoms (red and cyan) fluctuate between the neutral and negative charge states; the integrated area of each peak is approximately 0.5, indicating they are equally likely to be in the neutral or negative charge state. This can be seen directly in Fig. 2d where a single electron switches between these two dangling bonds. The short range force measured over a hydrogen atom, corresponding to the difference in the force measured over the hydrogen atom and the dimer vacancy (forces found by converting Δ f(z) to force via Sader-Jarvis Method [4, 5] . (c, e, g) The short range forces measured over a neutral and negatively charged dangling bond. The force for the neutral dangling bond corresponds to the approach curve in (a) (dark blue) up to the point of the sudden increase in |Δ f |. The force for the negatively charged dangling bond corresponds to the retract curve in (a) (light blue). (d, f, h) Comparisons of the fits of the extracted short range forces for (c, e, g), respectively. RSS corresponds to the residual sum of squares error. The absolute tip height at the set point was determined to be 700 pm. Approaching the tip 700 pm from our setpoint typically results in sudden increases to the tunneling current and small changes to the tip apex and surface, strongly suggesting the tip makes direct contact with the hydrogen-free silicon surface. 
